Your trusted e-commerce logistics partner in Asia, QXPRESS
Qxpress is actively responding rapidly changing international logistics environment of the 21st century and based on the stable platform logistics specialized in E-commerce, we provide an optimized E-commerce distribution service that can maximize the competitive global services from warehousing, ordering, inventory management, product packaging, sales agent, delivery, to customer service. Also, to create a customer value in a variety of other logistics, we are investing heavily in a global network of business.

To establish logistics base to help grow into the largest global e-commerce logistics company and expand global network in the main hub of East Asia, including Singapore, based on aggressive investment in facilities, focused aggressive investment in facilities, many years of experience accumulated by Qoo10-commerce logistics service and a solid delivery service armed with Good Partner, Good Service and Great People, we are contributing to customer value creation.
We are operating e-commerce logistics specialist international courier shipping and Singapore domestic courier business

Q CourierService
Qxpress Inc. is, by operating international courier services and the Singapore domestic courier business for products sold by e-commerce, playing an important role in dominating the competitiveness of the global e-commerce market through more systematic and specialized systems.

Especially, Q-Sign operating system, being operated in the Singapore domestic courier business, is contributing to increase the reliability of the shipping service through real-time signature verification.
Based on the Qxpress warehouse located in the main hub of South East Asia and through operating system QWMS (Qxpress Warehouse management system), we are operating e-commerce product warehouse storage, delivery order acceptance and packing services business.

QFS (Qxpress Fulfillment Service)

Qxpress Inc., in order to strengthen the core competencies of e-commerce sellers and secure competitiveness of the shipping service, provides broad range of integrated logistics services and in particular, in order to provide optimal QFS (Qxpress Fulfillment Service) to our customers, we are operating a pick-up center in the main countries of Southeast Asia such as South Korea, Singapore, China and Japan. Also, by commissioning the warehouse operations management, we are equipped with a base that can provide rapid delivery service that can reduce logistics-related investment cost and have great service charge performance.

Global e-commerce logistics firm Qxpress Inc. is providing an overall logistics procedure from warehouse storage, ordered product pick-up, packaging, delivery, inventory management to customer service. In a one stop service base on the accumulated experience in Qoo10 international shipping service and furthermore, we offer a base that can maximize the service competitiveness of e-commerce products.
The best online sales specialist is ready to assist the global market expansion

Q-trading (Sales Agency Business)

It is a business that deputizes overall sales service of the seller’s Product from product registration, marketing, promotion to logistics Agency service, in order to provide easier abroad global sales to Sellers who are new to import and export of e-commerce goods or Sellers who are having difficulty with the process.
We support IT Platform establishment consulting and IT Cloud Services business for Courier Logistics.

Q Service

By establishing and consulting IT Platform, a logistics operation system for the courier companies, and based on the know-how of logistics services that dealt with Qoo10 commerce products for many years, we are operating a logistics dedicated IT Cloud Service business of QXPRESSa web based software server that uses devices such as computer or cell phone when operation program is needed in the utility data server on the internet.
**HISTORY OF QXPRESS**

**2012**
06 KR DPC moved into the new location (Daily Handling No. of Parcels exceeded 15,000).
09 E-commerce export customs clearance service was launched in Korea (The first service in Korea).
05 Developed Qsign System (Delivery Status Update System by using Smart phone application).
07 Monthly handling No. of Parcels exceeded 100,000 in 4 main countries.
10 Established own domestic delivery network system in Singapore with 60 operating delivery vehicles.
05 Japan Corporation (JP DPC) was established under the name of EURASIAEXPRESS JAPAN CO LTD.
2013
06 E-commerce export customs clearance service was launched in Korea (The first service in Korea).
08 Developed Qsign System (Delivery Status Update System by using Smart phone application).
07 Monthly handling No. of Parcels exceeded 100,000 in 4 main countries.
06 Established own domestic delivery network system in Singapore with 60 operating delivery vehicles.
05 Japan Corporation (JP DPC) was established under the name of EURASIAEXPRESS JAPAN CO LTD.
2015
11 Launched Entry List customs clearance service in Indonesia.
11 Carried out pilot test for the Entry List customs clearance service in Zhengzhou, China.
10 Guangzhou, China Delivery Processing Center (DPC) was opened.
04 Indonesia Corporation was established under the name of PT EURASIAEXPRESS INDONESIA.
03 Company Name was changed to Qxpress Inc (Former: Eurasia Express.)
01 Made strategic alliance with JNE which is the best courier service provider in Indonesia for the better delivery service in Indonesia.
2018
11 Qxpress official Shanghai Corporation was opened.
07 Qxpress SG East (Serangoon) DPC was opened.
07 USA West DPC was opened, US-SG shipping service was launched.
04 Provided the domestic delivery service in Malaysia through the contract with POS Malaysia.
02 Q-trending sales agency business was launched.
05 Entry List customs clearance service in Zhengzhou, China was launched.
01 Shanghai DPC was opened and launched own handling service.
2019
12 Monthly Handling No. of Parcels for E-Commerce contracted CBT Services (maximum 15,000).
11 US (East) DPC (NJ, USA) was opened.
06 KR DPC moved into the new location (Daily Handling No. of Parcels exceeded 15,000).
09 Entry List customs clearance service Ex Shanghai – To Japan was launched.
08 Entry List customs clearance service Ex Guangzhou – To Japan was launched.
07 Q-trading sales agency business was launched.
06 USA West DPC was opened, US-SG shipping service was launched.
04 Provided the domestic delivery service in Malaysia through the contract with POS Malaysia.
02 Q-trending sales agency business was launched.
05 Entry List customs clearance service Ex Shanghai – To Japan was launched.
01 Shanghai DPC was opened and launched own handling service.
2016
10 Preparation for the official Export Customs Clearance Service in E-commerce contracted CBT Logistics for "SSG.COM (Korea)"
06 Service launching in E-commerce contracted CBT Logistics for "SSG.COM (Korea)"
05 Service launching in Qdelivery Boucher and C2C Service.
04 Provided the domestic delivery service in Malaysia through the contract with POS Malaysia.
02 Q-trending sales agency business was launched.
04 Service launching in Qdelivery Boucher and C2C Service.
01 SG SPH DPC moved into the new location (Expansion of Fulfillment Service Center – 2800sqm).
2017
08 KR DPC moved into the new location (Expansion of DPC sphere – 1,000sqm). 
07 US Delaware DPC was opened (Located in Tax Free Area of USA). 
07 China (Shenzhen) DPC was opened.
07 KR DPC is preparing its own shipping service Ex KR – TO CA associated with Canada Post ground transport service.
07 KR DPC is preparing its own shipping service Ex KR – TO VN & PH.
06 Expansion of 3P DPC area was made (From 3,000sqm to 5,200sqm).
05 Qxpress 3P DPC acquired "Sales & Rental License" for Medical Appliances which require a special control.
03 Malaysia DPC was opened.
02 Total handling No. of Qxpress E-commerce parcels exceeded 25,000,000 boxes.
01 USA West DPC moved into the new location (Expansion of DPC sphere – 4,000sqm).
01 Guangzhou DPC moved into the new location (Expansion of DPC sphere – 4,000sqm).
01 Started Marketing Activity for Qoo10 & Express in USA (Radio Korea)

**2009**
10 Eurasia Express was founded.
2011
06 Monthly handling No. of Parcels exceeded 50,000.
06 Launched domestic delivery service in Singapore.
05 Developed and implemented of EURASIA Logistics Management System (QLPS) for Qoo10 E-commerce parcels.
04 Item Code Definition System was initially adopted. (List of Entry List customs clearance service Ex Guangzhou – To Japan was launched.
02 Entry List import customs clearance service in Zhengzhou, China was launched.
01 Shanghai DPC was opened and launched own handling service.

**NETWORK OF QXPRESS**

**QXPRESS Inc (KR DPC) :** 1st Floor Winside Systems BLDG 126 Arayuk-ro 57Bun-Gil Gochon-Eup Gimpo-si Gyeonggi-Do Korea (Zip Code 10136)

**QXPRESS Pte. Ltd Singapore**
Lot 47, Jalan Delima ½, Subang Hi-Tech Industrial Park, 40000, Shah Alam, Selangor (40000) / Recipient : Qxpress

**EURASIAEXPRESS**

**Singapore**
QXPRESS Pte. Ltd (Qxpress SG DPC) 2 Jurong Port Road, PC3 #01-02/03 Print Centre, SINGAPORE 619088

**South Korea**
QXPRESS Inc (KR DPC) : 1st Floor Winside Systems BLDG 126 Arayuk-ro 57Bun-Gil Gochon-Eup Gyeyonggi-Do Korea (Zip Code 10136)

**Japan**
Qxpress Corp 3-4-2 Nishiura, Funabashi-shi, Chiba 273-0017 JAPAN

**Indonesia**
PT GI Green Sedayu Biz Park Unit DMS 25 Jl.Daan Mogot, Kalideres, Kota Jakarta Barat, Daerah Khusus Ibukota Jakarta 11840

**China**
Shanghai DPC : Room B-103, No.21 Jinwen Road Pudong New District, Shanghai, China 201323
Guangzhou DPC : Room 101 BLDG No.4 Yuehaigarden, No. 2-2 Lianhe Road, Baiyun Dist. Guangzhou, China
Shenzhen DPC : Lantai2 ZhongChuang industrial park room 103, HuangjunShan Tongxing road NO.26, bantian street Longgang area, Shenzhen.

**Malaysia**
Lot 47, Jalan Delima ¼, Subang Hi-Tech Industrial Park, 40000, Shah Alam, Selangor (40000) / Recipient : Qxpress
USA (West) : 5395 W Imperial Hwy Suite 1000, Los Angeles, CA 90045 / Recipient : FNS (Qxpress)
USA (East) : 20 Caesar Pl. Moonachie, NJ 07074 / Recipient : AL express (Qxpress)
USA (DE) : 153 Ricky Boulevard Bear DE 19701 / Recipient : AL express (Qxpress)
Good Partner, Good Service, Great People,